PRIORITY HAVE
PRIORITY MAXI (TWICE)
JAGLY

REPS
A. HAYA 5766 (IN 81066)***
B. HAYA 5692 (IN 57516)***
C. DIR 45120 (OUT 58316)***

1. IRS AGREES THAT IF FACT OF REPORT RE ADR WORTHY CONSIDERATION
EXCLUSION JMARK PROGRAM; HOWEVER AS WITH ALL NEWLY EMERGING GROUPS PACE
PROBLEMS OF VERIFICATION OF STRENGTH CLAIMED AND DISPROPORTIONATE LEADERSHIP
AND WHAT RELATION COULD OR SHOULD BEAR TO ANGASA.

2. WE STILL MUCH INTERESTED IN DIRECTION HAVAN HAY TAKES AND IF HE
WERE TO ASSUME POSITION NATIONAL COORDINATOR ADR WOULD TAKE OF POLITICAL
SIGNIFICANCE WE WOULD NOT WISH OVERLOOK.

3. REQUEST HAYA ASK NON-Knowledge OF AND DISPOSITION TOWARD
ADR AND IF ASSUMED LEADERSHIP WOULD BE RECEPTIVE ANGASA CONTACT IN CUBA
TO DISCUSS UNITY. IN THIS CONNECTION WHAT IS STATUS OF MEASURES SUBJECT
REPS B AND C.

4. ENDWICK BOSTICK ANYONE CAN BE WELL ADVISED CONTACT ANYONE IN
WELL. ALSO REQUEST FUTURE DEPARTURES HE BE WELL FRAID TO PROCEED UNITY
WITH ANGASA.

WATCHFUL OFFICERS

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
5. FOR NEXX: REQUEST DISCUSS REF A WITH ANGELL AND ADVISE HIS
FRACTION AND EVALUATION ADL. POSSES FOR THE EMERGY YOU OBT FROM
DISCUSSION REF OF POSSIBILITY GROUP INCLUDE HAMUL BAY.

6. FOR HAYA: TO FACILITATE CONTACT PLEASE PROVIDE MATCHING OF
INDIVIDUALS MENTIONED REF A.

END OF MESSAGE

WE Comments: • Ref revealed details supplied by ANGELL re anti-Castro
group be instrumental in forming, called Accion Democratica
Revolucionaria (AD). Station of opinion should be given
serious consideration in total SHARE program.
• CS urged approval of meeting with Jesus DUARTE, Manuel BAY
and David SALAZAR.
• CS urges contact approved with stipulations.

[Signature]
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